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Abstract
Multipath TCP enables remarkable optimizations for throughput,
load balancing, and mobility in today’s networks. The design space
of Multipath TCP scheduling, i.e., the application-aware mapping of
packets to paths, is largely unexplored due to its inherent complex-
ity. Evidence in this paper suggests that an application-aware sched-
uling decision, if leveraged right, pushes Multipath TCP beyond
throughput optimization and thereby provides benefits for a wide
range of applications.

This paper introduces a high-level programming model that en-
ables application-defined Multipath TCP scheduling. We provide
an efficient interpreter and eBPF-based runtime environment for
the Linux Kernel, enabling isolated application-defined schedulers
in multi-tenancy environments. In combination with a high-level
API, our work closes the gap between scheduler specification and
deployment. We show the strength of our programming model by
implementing seven novel schedulers tackling diverse objectives.
Our real world measurements, for example, of an application- and
preference-aware scheduler, show that the programming model
enables timely scheduling decisions to retain fine-grained through-
put objectives. Further measurements of a novel HTTP/2-aware
scheduler show significantly improved interactions with upper-
layer protocols, e.g., an optimized dependency resolution, while
preserving path preferences.

CCS Concepts • Networks → Transport protocols; Network
control algorithms;

Keywords Multipath TCP, Scheduling, Specification Language

1 Introduction
TCP is the network protocol which enables today’s computer net-
works and distributed systems. Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is a re-
cent TCP evolution, that allows splitting a single logical trans-
port layer connection over multiple TCP subflows [15]. This in-
creases throughput and reliability while load balancing network
resources in data-centers, between data-centers, and in mobile sce-
narios [8, 42]. At the heart of this logical coupling lies, in addition
to congestion control and path management, theMPTCP scheduling
decision, which is responsible for mapping packets to subflows.
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Figure 1. The need for more flexible schedulers: Setup and re-
producible measurement result of an interactive streaming session
over MPTCP using WiFi and LTE with today’s default MinRTT
scheduler. Neither the default scheduler nor its backup option al-
low preserving preferences, i.e., exhausting the bandwidth of the
fasterWiFi subflow before relying on the additional one (LTE) while
sustaining the video bitrate of 4MB/s.

Despite the evident benefits of MPTCP, it still struggles with
universal deployment. In comparison with TCP, Multipath TCP
introduces additional complexity as packets of one stream need
to be scheduled on multiple subflows before rejoining at the re-
ceiving side, as depicted in Fig. 1 (top). This scheduling decision
has a substantial impact on the protocol performance [3]. Wrong
scheduling decisions may render the advantage of additional paths
useless or even reduce the overall performance, e.g., by introducing
head-of-line blocking [46].

Today’s Multipath TCP implementations are well-tuned for high
throughput [42, 44, 47]. Many applications, however, need different
scheduling strategies depending on their requirements and char-
acteristics, as well as, the user’s context. Applications may have
different preferences, e.g., connections may be latency or band-
width sensitive or devices may be inclined to use one technology
(WiFi) over another (cellular). As of today, MPTCP research and
implementations lack methods to specify and deploy optimized
application- and preference-aware schedulers.

To illustrate the current inability of applications to leverage
MPTCP scheduling, Fig. 1 depicts an example of an interactive
streaming session running “in the wild” between a cloud provider
and a mobile device using off-the-shelf MPTCP [37] with two sub-
flows (WiFi and LTE). The first 6 seconds of the stream are en-
coded with 1MB/s, the remaining part with 4MB/s. Although the
1MB/s stream is sustainable on the 10ms round-trip time (RTT)
WiFi-subflow, we observe that today’s default scheduler, denoted
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as MinRTT, places 30% of the traffic on the higher RTT subflow
(LTE, 40ms). This is the result of the throughput and load balancing
optimization of the default MinRTT scheduler in conjunction with
specific timings of the congestion control and TCP small queue
(TSQ) optimization. We note that setting the LTE subflow to backup
mode does not provide remedy as it practically deactivates the sub-
flow. This becomes evident when the stream quality rises to 4MB/s,
where the backup mode does not provide enough throughput. The
demand for fine-grained scheduling specifications increases with
the availability of more subflows, e.g., for connections between
data-centers. This symptomatic example reveals aspects that lie
at the heart of this work: MPTCP requires more intelligent sched-
ulers that can be tailored to the needs and preferences of diverse
applications through processing timely subflow information.

In this paper, we aim to facilitate the development of general pur-
pose and application-tailored schedulers, e.g., for streaming, web,
and real-time applications. The development of MPTCP schedulers
is very challenging due to the wide span of input variables, such as
path latencies, bandwidth estimates or packet drops. Furthermore,
MPTCP scheduling is part of the transport protocol implementa-
tion in the Linux Kernel to ensure timely scheduling decisions.
This makes naive approaches for application-defined schedulers,
such as Kernel modules and per-scheduler modifications in the
Kernel, infeasible for scalable cloud infrastructure. Additionally,
the implementation complexity in the Linux Kernel holds back the
implementation and evaluation of novel schedulers. Recent works
propose scheduling optimizations for multipath protocols, leaving
an implementation and evaluation within the MPTCP Linux Ker-
nel open [10, 19, 31, 54] or avoiding complex changes in existing,
underlying schedulers [22].

In essence, our contribution is a high-level programming model
for MPTCP scheduling, providing the necessary abstractions for a
wide range of scheduler innovations. Programming abstractions
enabled networking innovations in recent years, e.g., approaches
such as OpenFlow [33] and Click [30] took the community by storm
and expanded to network-wide programmability [16] and program-
ming models for network services [2]. We derived the primitives of
our programming model based on existing schedulers and our ex-
periences while optimizing schedulers. In addition, we introduce a
simple yet powerful scheduling API that enables application-aware
scheduling. We further provide an efficient runtime environment
in the MPTCP Linux Kernel, closing the gap between the scheduler
specification and its execution.1

To highlight the potential of application-aware scheduling, we
present an HTTP/2-aware scheduler that significantly improves
the initial dependency resolution by selectively prioritizing packets
while preserving subflow preferences. We further present a wide
range of novel schedulers, e.g., (i) to boost short flows, (ii) to balance
the level of redundancy to reduce latency, or (iii) to retain target
subflow properties in changing environments.

In summary, we contribute:

1. A high-level programming model and API for the specifi-
cation of Multipath TCP schedulers which abstracts over
implementation details.

2. A runtime environment for the scheduler programming
model in the Linux Kernel, providing efficient interpreter

1Our runtime environment and a detailed tutorial are available at https://progmp.net

and eBPF-based evaluation while preserving isolation be-
tween applications.

3. A wide range of novel schedulers, showing substantial per-
formance benefits and the potential of our programming
model, i.e., for application- and preference-aware MPTCP
schedulers.

This paper is structured as follows. Based on a discussion of related
work (§2), we introduce our scheduler programming model (§3).
We present implementation details of our runtime environment
(§4) before providing a systematic derivation of new optimized
schedulers (§5). Finally, we discuss the usability and limitations of
our programming model (§6) before providing conclusions (§7).

2 Background and Related Work
Packet scheduling is a basic operation in communication networks.
From a programming model perspective, recent works [48, 49]
raise the abstraction layer for scheduling in switches proposing pro-
grammable packet scheduling. On end-hosts, configurable traffic
shapers already provide abstractions for scheduling decisions be-
tween independent flows, e.g., based on QoS flags. On the transport
layer, the well-known Nagle algorithm and the tail loss probe [14,
45] represent scheduling directives in the TCP stack that reduce
packet header overhead and improve loss recovery for short flows,
respectively. In addition, abstraction models, e.g., Readable TCP in
the Prolac Protocol Language [29], were suggested for the develop-
ment and implementation of comprehensive transport protocols, i.e.,
packet header handling and semantics. In contrast, we focus here
on abstractions and execution environments for MPTCP scheduling.
Next, we present the MPTCP building blocks and recent works on
MPTCP scheduling.

2.1 Multipath TCP – The Building Blocks
Multipath TCP provides the standard socket interface dispensing
with the need for application modifications. A logical MPTCP con-
nection is split into subflows, where each subflow behaves like a
traditional TCP connection making MPTCP deployable on the Inter-
net [50]. Global sequence numbers are transferred as TCP options
to ensure in-order packet delivery.

As of today, the Linux Kernel MPTCP implementation [44] is
one of the most widely used MPTCP implementations beside Ap-
ple’s implementation for the cloud-based assistant system Siri. The
main building blocks of the Linux implementation are (i) the meta
socket, (ii) the path-manager, (iii) the congestion control, and (iv)
the scheduler. The meta socket is the central abstraction of each
MPTCP connection. The path manager decides on the creation and
removal of subflows. Compared to the scheduling decision, the path
manager has relaxed time constraints, as the creation of sublows
requires multiple round-trip times. This was used by recent pa-
pers to extend the socket API and enable path manager logic in
the userspace [24, 25]. The MPTCP congestion control received
much attention, with many proposed algorithms aiming, e.g., at
TCP friendliness on shared bottleneck links [28, 43, 53]. Finally, the
scheduler decides on which subflow a packet is transmitted. While
MPTCP details, such as the global sequence numbers and the used
TCP options are specified [15], scheduling is not standardized.

All building blocks are closely tied, e.g., today’s schedulers re-
quire subflows to be initiated by the path-manager and consider
the congestion window maintained by the congestion control block.

https://progmp.net
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Optimizing MPTCP for high throughput effectively lets the conges-
tion control schedule the traffic [53], as the scheduler is blocked by
the congestion control, which was recently exploited in [41]. For
thin and application limited flows, such as request-response patterns,
congestion windows are not permanently exhausted, reducing the
impact of the congestion control on the scheduling decision. Al-
though the achieved application performance, e.g., with respect to
latency, depends on all building blocks, we particularly find that
research on executable, application-defined MPTCP schedulers has
been lacking fundamental abstractions.

2.2 Multipath TCP – Scheduling
Flexible Schedulers Inspired by TCP’s pluggable congestion con-
trol logic, Paasch et al. [39] presented a pluggable scheduler model
for the Linux Kernel. Nikravesh et al. [35] proposed to move the
scheduling decision to the userspace – as part of a sophisticated
proxy infrastructure – and to provide policies to fix schedulers
to applications. In [35], the authors do not discuss details of their
calling model, the induced overhead at the sending server, and the
impact on the scheduling timeliness. Both works [35, 39] increase
flexibility with respect to the scheduler selection, but lack program-
ming abstractions which support application-defined schedulers
and provide isolation for cloud environments.
Availability in the Linux Kernel The current MPTCP Linux Ker-
nel implementation is based on the pluggable scheduler model
from [39] and comprises the round robin, the default, and the redun-
dant scheduler. The rather simple round robin scheduler is known
to perform poorly for heterogeneous paths, as slow subflows con-
strain the overall performance. The default scheduler considers the
round-trip time (RTT) and the congestion window for each subflow.
The scheduler assigns packets to the subflow with the lowest RTT
that has not exhausted its congestion window yet [44].2 The cur-
rent redundant scheduler in the Linux Kernel is a combination of
the works in [17, 32] aiming to reduce latency for applications with
moderate bandwidth requirements. Although assessing code com-
plexity is difficult, we note that, e.g., the naive round robin scheduler
already requires 301 lines of code (LOC). Further commits (two crit-
ical and six minor fixes) highlight the error susceptibility of today’s
development methodology. We revisit these schedulers in (§3.4) to
discuss semantic details and illustrate the strength of specifying
schedulers using our programming model.
Compensate Loss in Short Data-center Flows The works in
[7, 27] show how to compensate packet losses in data-center envi-
ronments using MPTCP to improve the tail flow completion time.
The authors of [27] proposed a Fast Coupled Retransmission for
unacknowledged packets on non-congested paths when a dupli-
cate acknowledgement is received. In [7], packets are recovered on
alternative subflows by retransmitting the oldest, unacknowledged
packet of the subflow with the highest loss rate when loss is sus-
pected. Both independent works use slight variations of the same
idea. An analysis of the design decisions, such as the choice of the
retransmitted packet, was not in the scope of these approaches.
Video Streaming The authors of [19] proposed an energy-efficient
HTTP-based adaptive video streaming over heterogeneous wireless
networks. The authors aim to benefit from MPTCP, yet they use
traditional TCP for their evaluation. The recent work in [22] pre-
sented a preference-aware Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
2Related work rarely mentions that the default scheduler only considers subflows
which are not throttled due to TCP small queue condition and are not in a loss state.

(DASH) framework denoted as MP-DASH. The authors introduce a
control loop on top of the scheduler, which controls the visibility
of subflows to the default scheduler. The work in [22] provided
an important step towards preference-aware scheduling, however,
confined to the chunk-based DASH video streaming application. In
contrast, we present a programming model for MPTCP scheduling
with fundamental abstractions that enable optimizing various per-
formance metrics for a wide range of applications including DASH
video streaming. We provide corresponding evaluations in (§5).
Discussion The wide range of MPTCP scheduling designs and
optimizations confirms our observation that there is no one size fits
all scheduler. We note that existing scheduler optimizations include
many design decisions, which are rarely evaluated, partially due to
the lack of a deployable implementation. In general, we find that a
systematic design of application- and preference-aware schedulers
is missing and that it is very hard, if not impossible, to assess the real-
world performance of many of the proposed MPTCP schedulers.
In particular, a substantial gap between scheduler specifications
and the corresponding execution is apparent. This work closes
these gaps with a bespoke MPTCP scheduler programming model
accompanied by a runtime environment fostering the specifications
and deployment of novel schedulers.

3 Programming Model
This section introduces one of the cornerstone ideas of this work,
the MPTCP scheduler programming model which abstracts over
implementation details. First, we show how to capture the schedul-
ing environment in a concise model (§3.1) and discuss an extended
API that enables application-aware schedulers (§3.2). Then, we use
this model to specify schedulers (§3.3) before demonstrating its
concepts and expressiveness by providing examples of existing
mainline schedulers (§3.4).

3.1 Model of the MPTCP Scheduling Environment
Fig. 2 shows an overview of the Multipath TCP scheduling environ-
ment. The scheduler connects two building blocks: (i) the sending
queues and (ii) the subflows. The application uses the TCP socket
to push new data packets pi from the userland to the sending queue
Q = [p1, . . . ,pm ] in the Kernel. The scheduler pushes the packets
from Q into subflow queues such as Qsbf1 for subflow #1. For each
packet, the scheduler chooses at least one subflow out of the set of
available subflows. Note that packets might be mapped to multiple
subflows for redundant transmission. Packets pushed from the send-
ing queue Q are stored in QU, which is for unacknowledged packets in
flight. In case a subflow suspects a packet drop, e.g., due to three du-
plicate acknowledgements or a retransmission timeout, this packet
is automatically added to the reinjection queue RQ. Note that packets
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Figure 2.Model of the scheduler environment.
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are not reinjected into the sending queue Q. Acknowledged packets
are automatically removed from all queues. The MPTCP receiver
ensures in-order delivery to the receiver application regardless of
the used scheduler at the sending side (§4).

3.2 API for Application-defined MPTCP Scheduling
In the following, we discuss requirements for an extended schedul-
ing API. Based on this, we present a corresponding scheduling API
as part of our programming model which significantly expands the
design space of MPTCP schedulers.
API Requirements The scheduling API has to allow the applica-
tion to interact with the scheduler and to provide all important
information. Consider, for example, a database where small requests,
which usually consist of a few packets, may significantly benefit
from redundancy while introducing a limited overhead. In contrast,
heavy database responses can be transmitted throughput-optimized
on the same connection. This example motivates the need for a
per-connection scheduler choice and means for the application to
inform the scheduler about changing intents. A scheduling intent is
a piece of information provided by the application to the scheduler
to request a specific scheduling behavior. Note that for a differenti-
ated behavior on packet granularity, e.g., pushing latency sensitive
packets, we require the application to be able to provide per-packet
scheduling intents.

In addition to the traditional TCP socket interface for the support
of legacy applications, the extended API includes the following
primitives for the interaction of the application with the scheduler.
Choosing a Scheduler The extended scheduler API supports a
per-MPTCP-connection scheduler choice permitting a concurrent
use of different schedulers for different connections. The application
is allowed to load its own, application-defined schedulers or reuse
loaded schedulers to reduce compilation overhead.

Switching schedulers at runtime is disadvised, as we experienced
that this provokes inconsistent states, e.g., due to different assump-
tions and strategies of schedulers. Instead, we encourage to rely on
setting registers, as presented in the following.
Setting Registers An application can set registers in the scheduler
which enables, for example, different schedulingmodes. Suchmodes
comprise, e.g., an aggressive retransmission mode for latency sen-
sitive content, or a data flushing mode that shortens transmission
time when the application has no more data to send.
Packet Properties An application can set packet properties for
differentiated handling of packets. High priority packets may, for
example, be transferred redundantly or additionally sent on backup
subflows. Further, packets can be forced on certain subflows de-
pending on their properties, e.g., to ensure privacy.

3.3 Specifying Schedulers
In the following, we discuss requirements and targets for the pro-
gramming model. Based on this, we present the according program-
ming operations and scheduler triggering events.
Requirements and Targets The programming model has to en-
able a timely and efficient execution of application-defined sched-
ulers in the range of a few hundred nano seconds, as shown in
§4.1. This requires a precise specification of the scheduling logic,
which is preferably automatically optimizable by the runtime envi-
ronment. Time consuming operations, such as dynamic memory
allocations, must not be necessary.

In addition to the execution efficiency, the programming model
should enable crisp expressions of the scheduling logic avoiding
both implementation errors and ambiguity. Typical pitfalls in the
selection of both packets and subflows relate to the establishment
of new subflows and the sudden failure of established subflows. In a
pure C implementation, the disappearance of a subflowmight easily
lead to stale references and crashes of the operating system. Ideally,
accessing stale subflow references should not only be prohibited or
fail gracefully, but should be impossible by design. Further, handling
references to packets, for example, for the assignment to multiple
subflows, is a substantial source for errors. In particular, packets
must not be lost, e.g., when the target subflow ceases to exist after
the packet is already removed from the sending queue.
Programming Operations The programming model provides the
environment model of §3.1 as first class citizen, i.e., a set of subflows
denoted as SUBFLOWS and the queues Q, QU and RQ with packet
entities. Accordingly, TOP and POP are the basic operations for
selecting and removing packets from queues, respectively. The
PUSH operation schedules a packet on a subflow.

For both the subflow and the packet selection, we rely on a declar-
ative specification with FILTER(element => boolean_predicate( el-
ement) ) and MIN(element => integer_ predicate(element) ) oper-
ations. The declarative subflow choice may use various subflow
properties such as (i) the round-trip time (RTT), (ii) the conges-
tion window (cwnd) as maintained by the congestion control al-
gorithm, and (iii) the number of packets in flight. For example,
SUBFLOWS.FILTER(sbf => sbf.RTT_AVG < 10).MIN(sbf =>
sbf.RTT_VAR) selects the subflow with the minimal RTT variance
out of all subflows which have an average RTT less than 10ms.
Similarly, queues are filtered based on packet properties, e.g., the
packet size or whether and when the packet was sent on a certain
subflow. The model provides additional functions, e.g., to check
whether a subflows receive window can accommodate new data
using HAS_WINDOW_FOR(<packet>).

The declarative specification based on packet queues and the set
of available subflows avoids complex control flows as well as error-
prone pointer references and index operations. Furthermore, the
programming model only allows side effects as part of PUSH opera-
tions. This avoids common pitfalls, e.g., by prohibiting side effects
in boolean_predicates, we ensure that packets are not accidentally
removed due to a Q.POP().RTT expression in a condition.

In addition to the declarative elements, the programming model
provides simple control flow operations, such as IF .. ELSE ...
Essentially, these operations simplify the development of different
scheduling modes. Furthermore, the programming model supports
variables in a single-assignment form. The variable handling avoids
dynamic type errors by design, as each variable has the implicit type
of its initial assignment. Variables, subflow and packet properties
are immutable during a single scheduler execution. This simplifies
the scheduler specification, as it provides the illusion of a single-
threaded program for the developer. Additionally, immutable values
enable efficient control flow optimizations, as discussed in (§4.1).

For performance and scalability reasons, i.e., to avoid dynamic
memory allocation during scheduler executions, each scheduler
keeps a limited state of integer values, denoted as Registers, that
are used to provide application-awareness (§3.2) or to retain state be-
tween scheduler executions, e.g., for round-robin schedulers (§3.4).
Preventing additional state transfer between scheduler executions,
i.e., of references to subflows, avoids stale references by design.
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Table 1. Key concepts of the programming model.

Concept

Subflow properties e.g., RTT, RTT_VAR, CWND,
SKBS_IN_FLIGHT, QUEUED, IS_BACKUP

Packet properties e.g., SIZE, SENT_ON(sbf)
Subflow selection Declarative based on FILTER, MIN and

MAX with packet and subflow properties
Packet selection Declarative based on FILTER, MIN and

MAX with packet and subflow properties
Variables Single assignment, implicit typing
Types Static type system (int, bool, packet,

subflow, subflow list, packet queue)
Concurrency Immutable properties and variables
Side Effects Restricted to PUSH operations
Exceptions No exceptions by design

Table 1 provides a summary of these key concepts. Throughout
the remainder of this section we use exemplary specifications of
intuitive schedulers to show the comprehensiveness of our pro-
gramming model. Fig. 3 shows an example specification excerpt
of a scheduler that uses the subflow with the minimum RTT to
PUSH the first packet from Q if the sending queue Q is not empty
and there exists at least one subflow. The POP operation removes
the first packet from Q.

1  IF (!Q.EMPTY AND !SUBFLOWS.EMPTY) { 

2     SUBFLOWS.MIN(sbf => sbf.RTT).PUSH(Q.POP()); } 

Figure 3. Excerpt of a scheduler specification that pushes packets
on the subflow with minimum RTT.

Scheduler Triggering and Execution The per packet scheduling
decision should be based on the freshest available information and
should be taken timely before the packet is actually pushed on the
wire. Thus, scheduling packets in userspace at the moment the data is
pushed by the application is not sufficient. For example, the scheduler
would fail to take a reasonable scheduling decision in case all sub-
flows are congestion limited at the time the application pushes data.
In this work, we extend the implicit model of Barré et al. [4] and
trigger the scheduler execution by a number of events that include
the arrival of new packets in Q or receiving acknowledgements
(Fig. 4). To simplify the scheduler development, the scheduler is
not required to handle all packets in Q upon one execution. Hence,
a scheduler execution rather focuses on a single or a few packets.
We discuss the performance impacts of this design decision in (§4).
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3.4 Revisiting Existing Schedulers
Here, we show the expressiveness of our programming model by re-
vising and tuning notable MPTCP schedulers from the related work.
Even though we possess compact comprehensive scheduler specifi-
cations, we only show excerpts that reflect the key functionality of
these schedulers and the programming model.
Round Robin Scheduler Fig. 5 presents a round robin sched-
uler, which implements a cyclic subflow index in register R1 and
skips subflows with an exhausted congestion window for work
conserviness. Configuration parameters of the existing round robin
implementation in the Linux Kernel result in minor modifications.

1  VAR sbfs = SUBFLOWS.FILTER(sbf =>  

2        !sbf.TSQ_THROTTLED AND !sbf.LOSSY); 

3  IF (R1 >= sbfs.COUNT) { SET(R1, 0); } 

4  IF (!Q.EMPTY) { 

5     VAR sbf = sbfs.GET(R1); 

6     IF (sbf.CWND > sbf.SKBS_IN_FLIGHT + sbf.QUEUED) {   

7        sbf.PUSH(Q.POP()); } 

8     SET(R1, R1 + 1); } 

Figure 5. Excerpt of the round-robin scheduler.

(Default) Minimum RTT Scheduler The current default sched-
uler in the MPTCP Linux Kernel [44] pushes packets from the send-
ing queue on the subflow with the lowest round-trip time and unex-
hausted congestion window. Basically, replacing the highlighted
parts in Fig. 5 with sbfs.FILTER(sbf => sbf.CWND > sbf.QUEUED
+ sbf.SKBS_IN_FLIGHT).MIN(sbf => sbf.RTT); leads to the de-
fault scheduler. Our programming model allows to easily explore a
wide range of related schedulers, e.g., considering the RTT variance
for jitter reduction, or the RTT ratio of the different subflows to
minimize packet dispersion.
Backup Semantics The default scheduler only uses backup sub-
flows IF(SUBFLOWS.FILTER(sbf => !sbf.IS_BACKUP).EMPTY).
Our programming model provides the flexibility to consider addi-
tional metrics, such as the round-trip times or capacities, for the
backup decision (leveraged in (§5.4)).
Opportunistic Retransmission Feature The opportunistic re-
transmission [44] feature extends the default scheduler by retrans-
mitting packets from a slower subflow (higher RTT) on a faster
subflow (lower RTT) when the receive window is blocked, i.e.,
using IF(!minRttSbf. HAS_WINDOW_FOR(Q.TOP)). Our program-
ming model allows to explore the wide range of related schedulers,
e.g., to proactively detect such a situation and retransmit packets
before the receive window blocks or to selectively retransmit these
packets on multiple subflows.
Redundant Scheduler The works in [17, 32] define schedulers
that redundantly send packets on all available subflows. As the first
received copy is used, this approach trades throughput for latency.
This scheduler is particularly interesting, as the term redundant
here is ambiguous. It does not specify, for example, the behavior
given dynamic subflow conditions, e.g., as new subflows become
available. Our programming model eliminates this ambiguity by
providing an explicit and comprehensive specification, e.g., pushing
a packet VAR skb = Q.POP() on all subflows FOREACH(VAR sbf
IN SUBFLOWS){sbf.PUSH(skb);}. We leverage our programming
model in (§ 5.1) to specify flavors of MPTCP redundancy for fine-
grained performance control.
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if actions.empty { 

  manage_resources()  

  while side effects { 

    execute_scheduler_program() 

  } 

}  

 

action = remove_first_action() 

if action.is_valid() { 

  action.sbf.entail(action.skb) 

  action.sbf.xmit() 

} 

Alternative 1 
Interpreter 

RQ 

sk_buff 
in_queue 
unlink 

action_queue 

sbf sk_buff end_seq 
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eBPF 
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Figure 6. Implementation overview, showing the general control
flow of the calling model (top left), three alternative execution envi-
ronments (top right), and the supporting data-structures (bottom).

4 Implementation
In this section, we provide implementation details of the sched-
uler runtime environment and the packet handling at the receiver.
Further, we discuss the computational overhead of our runtime
environment and show that it retains scheduling throughput per-
formance. Finally, we provide a discussion of targeted developers,
usability and limitations of the programming model.

4.1 Runtime Environment
Scheduler Location and Calling ModelWhile designing the im-
plementation of the calling model (§3.3) we considered two alterna-
tives: i) Userspace up-call and ii) in-Kernel processing.3 While the
userpace up-call simplifies the development effort for the runtime
environment, it introduces latency and computational overhead.
We used a netlink-based prototype on the same infrastructure used
in (§4.3), where we observed that a single up-call requires about
2.4 µs . A single scheduler execution in the Linux Kernel imple-
mentation requires, however, about 0.2 µs . Although optimizations
for Kernel-userspace communication, e.g., batch processing in the
OpenVSwitch [40], reduce this overhead, we implement the runtime
environment in the Kernel to provide maximum performance.
Implementation DetailsWe implemented the scheduler runtime
environment consisting of nearly 20,000 LOC in the Linux Kernel
(version 4.1.20) and integrated it in the existing MPTCP imple-
mentation (version 0.90). Fig. 6 illustrates the overall implemen-
tation. The runtime manages an own queue_position pointer in
the sk_write_queue in addition to the established sk_send_head
pointer. In conjunction with additional flags in the sk_buff packets,
e.g., the in_queue flag, this provides an augmented queue on top of
the existing queues. This augmentation implements the abstractions
of the programming model, e.g., to enable POP operations in the
middle of the queue or push TOP packets without removing them
from the sending queue Q. The scheduler execution and the actual
PUSH operations are internally decoupled with an action_queue
to speed-up the evaluation while preserving visible side-effects of
the programming model. The implementation further consists of
3Note that the programming model abstracts over implementation details, which
allows the scheduler developer to be agnostic with respect to both alternatives.
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Figure 7. Extended scheduler API implementation.

three alternative execution environments: (i) an interpreter, (ii) an
ahead-of-time compiler, and (iii) an eBPF-based just-in-time compiler.
Alternative 1, the interpreter, provides the baseline implementa-
tion. The interpreter does not require changing executable machine
instructions at runtime, and works without additional support of
the operating system. Alternative 2, the ahead-of-time compiler,
generates and compiles C functions to be called at runtime. This
allows the programming model to be executed without the need of
a parser or interpreter in the Kernel. Alternative 3, the eBPF-based
Just-In-Time compiler, translates the intermediate representation
into the machine independent eBPF assembly language and uses the
eBPF Kernel infrastructure [9] to compile to native code at runtime.
We provide more details about the eBPF-based implementation later
in this section.
API Implementation andToolchain Fig. 7 shows the embedding
of the runtime environment and the presented application interface.
We use sockopts for the extended API. The runtime additionally
provides an extensive proc-based interface with debugging and
performance statistics, e.g., performance profiling traces based on
the control flow representation of the scheduler specification.

Furthermore, we implemented a Python library for userspace
applications. As shown in the example in Figure 8, this library hides
the implementation complexity of the underlying socket API and
the Linux Kernel. After the usual connection establishment (lines 2–
3), the application developer can load own scheduler specifications
(schedProgStr, line 5), choose schedulers (setScheduler, line 9)
and set registers (setRegister, line 12) naturally in Python.

 1 from progmp import ProgMP 
  

 2 s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) 

 3 s.connect(targetIp, targetPort) 
 

 4 try: 

 5    ProgMP.loadScheduler(schedProgStr, schedulerName) 

 6 except: 

 7    print “Scheduler loading error…” 
 …  

 8 try: 

 9    ProgMP.setScheduler(s, schedulerName) 

10 except: 

11    print “Setting scheduler failed…” 
 … 

12 ProgMP.setRegister(s, ProgMP.R1(), 5) 

Figure 8. Usage example in Python: The Python library hides all
socket API and Kernel details.
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Runtime Optimizations We implemented a wide range of opti-
mizations based on the declarative language elements. FILTERs,
for example, are evaluated using late materialization. Two addi-
tional optimizations are particularly interesting: i) constant sub-
flow number and ii) compressed executions. As the number of
MPTCP subflows changes rarely, the JIT-compiler optimizes for a
constant number of subflows and returns to the original version
otherwise. The second optimization increases the number of actions
per scheduler execution to compress the number of executions. For
example, to push data from Q on the subflow that has the lowest
RTT and that has not exhausted its congestion window, we do the
following: Instead of executing the term SUBFLOWS.FILTER(sbf
=> sbf.SKBS_IN_FLIGHT < sbf.CWND).MIN(sbf => sbf.RTT)
.PUSH(Q.POP()) multiple times, the program is transformed to re-
currently execute the PUSH-operation on the resulting MIN subflow
(i.e, the subflow with lowest RTT) until its congestion window is
full. Note that all optimizations are enabled by the abstractions of
the programming model.
eBPF Compilation To further speed up the scheduler execution,
we decided to use eBPF, which originated in the need to push small
programs, e.g., filter for network traffic, into the Linux Kernel. Thus,
eBPF is a recent approach in the Linux Kernel to facilitate the safe
execution of dynamically loaded programs in the Kernel [9]. The
eBPF infrastructure consists of an own special-purpose virtual ma-
chine for the platform independent eBPF assembly language in the
Linux Kernel. Additionally, the eBPF Kernel infrastructure provides
support to compile eBPF assembly to native code at runtime. We
found the existing userspace eBPF infrastructure, which compiles
C to eBPF assembly, insufficient, as we required to compile from
the scheduler intermediate representation to eBPF assembly in the
Kernel. To this end, we implemented an own cross-compiler in the
Kernel. This cross compiler uses an extended version of the linear
scan register allocation, specifically, the Second-Chance Binpack-
ing algorithm [51], which is computationally superior to iterative
computations arising in graph-coloring register allocation.

Based on our cross-compiler, the actual eBPF compilation re-
places most interpreter calls with native code and combines sched-
uler primitives, such as FILTER, reducing the number of loops and
function calls. The compilation is executed concurrently in a sepa-
rate thread, therefore not harming network performance.

4.2 Receiver-Side Packet Handling
At the receiving side, all in-order packets should be pushed to the
application as soon as possible. The sequence number mapping
of MPTCP, as specified in the RFC [15], provides the necessary
information to map subflow sequence numbers to meta sequence
numbers given that each packet carries a full mapping that contains
the packet itself. We observed, however, that the current implemen-
tation in the Linux Kernel does not deliver all packets as soon as
possible. For certain packet loss and out-of-order patterns between
subflows, in-order data is not pushed to the application. This is
due to the multilayer queue architecture with both a receive and an
out-of-order queue per subflow and meta socket. Only in-subflow-
order packets without gaps are pushed from the subflow to the
meta socket, even though other packets might also fit in-order in
the meta receive queue.

We implemented all necessary changes at the receiver-side to
ensure fastest possible packet handling. This is in particular diffi-
cult, as the packets in the subflow queues are sorted by subflow
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Figure 9. Overhead evaluation of our implemented runtime envi-
ronment for the programming model.

sequence number, but have to be read in order of the data sequence
number. We appreciated the use of packetdrill [6], a tool that
uses crafted input packet traces for testing the Linux network stack,
to extensively test the receiver side packet handling for incoming
packet combinations. During the evaluation, we noticed that the op-
timizations are particularly important for sophisticated schedulers,
and are rarely required for the established ones.

4.3 Overhead
We optimized our runtime environment implementation, as over-
head is a main consideration regarding abstractions. We empirically
evaluated our implementation using two bare-metal servers with
64 cores and 128 GB of RAM connected on a 10Gb/s network.
Throughput and Computational Overhead An isolated mea-
surement of the schedulers’ execution times in the Linux Kernel is
challenging, as collecting and storing measurements in the range
of nanoseconds introduces significant overhead. We compare the
execution times of the C-based default scheduler implementation
with a semantically equivalent scheduler specified in our program-
ming model. Fig. 9 (bottom) shows the maximum throughput for a
CPU-limited connection. The total throughput remains unchanged
throughout all schedulers, showing that the scheduler overhead does
not affect the achievable throughput.

In terms of per packet average execution times, we observe that
the eBPF-based optimization reduces the relative execution time of
the interpreter from ∼ 144% to ∼125%. The impact of the number
of subflows is marginal. In additional measurements, we found
that the execution times and the effectiveness of the implemented
optimizations depend on a multitude of factors, such as the network
characteristics and the used scheduler operations.

The increased execution time and potential consequences for
higher throughput networks present no limitations for two reasons:
i) the total execution time is in the range of nanoseconds, which is
magnitudes below most network link latencies and ii) for purely
throughput-optimized applications, the application developer can
still rely on today’s default scheduler. Our proposed programming
model, however, is in particular useful for optimizations beyond
throughput, as shown in §5.
Number of Schedulers As previously loaded schedulers can be
reused, we anticipate a limited number of different schedulers.
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Table 2. Unexplored design space for MPTCP schedulers.

Category Goal Signaled Appl. Info. Pref. Approach / Design Space (§)

Probing Timely RTT/capacity estimates Probe subflows of interest

Redundancy Minimize latency vs. Prefer new or old packets? (§5.1)

induced overhead Partial redundancy

(e.g., flow completion time
√

Use backups for redundancy depending
in lossy networks) on non-backup RTT average & variance, loss,...

Handover Smooth WiFi/LTE handover Retransmit on new subflow (§5.2)

Heterogeneous Minimize FCT Flow size Optimal schedule

Subflows signaled Avoid slow subflow at end of flow

End of flow Compensation of sched. decisions (§5.3)

signaled Selective compensation (§5.3)

Preference Ensure RTT Tolerable RTT
√

Use backups depending on non-backup (§5.4)
RTT value, difference or variance above threshold?

Ensure throughput Min. throughput
√

Use backups if throughput insufficient (§5.4)

Ensure deadline Target deadline
√

Use backups if deadline would be violated

Higher TLS-aware TLS records Coherence of TLS records

Protocols HTTP/2-aware Logical chunk
√

Content-aware strategies (§5.5)

The required memory depends on the concrete scheduler, e.g., the
round robin scheduler requires 3048 Byte. Each instantiation of the
scheduler requires additional 328 Byte. Compared to the overall
network stack, the memory overhead of our runtime environment
does not restrict the adoption.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the benefits of our programming model
by systematically specifying novel application- and preference-
aware schedulers. Both the specification of novel schedulers, as
well as the measurement of the achievable improvements are fun-
damental contributions of this paper.

Table 2 provides a non-comprehensive categorization of the vast
unexplored MPTCP scheduler design space. This covers features
which improve existing schedulers, such as a recurrent probing of
unused subflows. As thin flows typically do not use all subflows,
fresh RTT estimates significantly improve the scheduling decision
in dynamic environments. Design decisions for redundant transmis-
sion include the choice of new and old packets (§5.1), the number
of duplicates, and the incorporation of backup subflows. Table 2
further shows examples of using application information to im-
prove the flow completion time in heterogeneous environments
(§5.3). In particular, the combination of application information and
preferences enables significant improvements to ensure through-
put while minimizing the usage of costly subflows (§5.4). Finally,
we show the strong benefits of differentiated scheduling during a
single connection. Here, we present a case study of HTTP/2-aware
scheduling that demonstrates how all building blocks of the pro-
gramming model interact to improve page load times and achieve a
reduced usage of costly subflows (§5.5). Due to the restricted space,
we concentrate on an in-depth understanding of a selection of new
schedulers that provide significant performance improvements.

5.1 Exploring Redundancy
Multipath TCP originates from the need for higher throughput and
reliability. Redundant transmission over different subflows – a crude
form of forward error correction – was later proposed and proved
helpful for latency-sensitive applications in lossy environments.

The existing redundant scheduler provides full redundancy, i.e., it
transmits all packets on all subflows (Fig. 10a, top), unless the packet
is already acknowledged and therefore removed from QU before
being sent on the slower subflow.We argue that the design space for
redundant schedulers is widely unexplored. For illustration, we pro-
pose two new redundant schedulers: OpportunisiticRedundant
sends packets on all subflows which have not exhausted their con-
gestion window when a packet is scheduled for the first time (Fig.
10a, bottom). For thin flows, this scheduler provides full redundancy.
Compared to the existing scheduler, however, gradually incoming
acknowledgements ensure that the scheduler favors fresh packets
over the transmission of redundant packets in case the sending
queue Q fills. We additionally propose RedundantIfNoQ, a sched-
uler that always favors new packets and only retransmits packets
in case the sending queue Q is empty.

Our programming model enables a rapid evaluation and com-
parison of these schedulers. Following existing evaluations for
the redundant scheduler [17], Fig. 10b shows the average flow
completion time (FCT) vs. the flow size (2 subflows, 2% loss in
Mininet [23]). In the evaluation, all redundant schedulers outper-
form the default scheduler for small flows. For increasing flow sizes,
the OpportunisiticRedundant scheduler beats the existing redun-
dant scheduler as full redundancy becomes more expensive. Our
RedundantIfNoQ scheduler, that selectively deploys redundancy
without delaying fresh packets, outperforms all depicted schedulers.

Due to space restrictions, we skip showing the transmission
overhead evaluation that basically leads to the same performance
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 1 VAR sbfCandidates = ... 
 

 2 FOREACH(VAR sbf IN sbfCandidates) { 

 3   VAR skb = QU.FILTER(s => !s.SENT_ON(sbf)).TOP; 

 4   /* are all QU packets sent on this sbf? */ 

 5   IF(skb != NULL) {     

 6     sbf.PUSH(skb);       

 7   } ELSE {                

 8     sbf.PUSH(Q.POP());  

 9   } 

10 }   
 

 2 IF(!sbfCandidates.EMPTY) { 

 3   FOREACH(VAR sbf IN sbfCandidates) { 

 4     sbf.PUSH(Q.TOP); 

 5   } 

 6   DROP(Q.POP()); 

 7 } 
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(a) Specification of the existing redundant and a new
OpportunisiticRedundant scheduler.
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Figure 10. Exploration of different redundant MPTCP scheduling strategies.

ranking. Instead, we focus on the maximum achievable throughput
(Fig. 10c). Observe that for constantly high bandwidth transfers
(iPerf), both new schedulers provide nearly the maximum achiev-
able throughput. For bursty flows, however, the throughput depends
on fine timing aspects. Both new schedulers base their behavior
on implicit information, e.g., queue sizes and incoming acknowl-
edgements. For example, the RedundantIfNoQ scheduler may send
packets redundantly just before new data arrives in Q.

Our programming model enables the convenient specification
of two new schedulers. The OpportunisiticRedundant scheduler
outperforms the existing redundant scheduler. The RedundantIfNoQ
scheduler outperforms all existing MPTCP schedulers in an evalua-
tion with short data flows and lossy subflows.

5.2 Handover-Aware Scheduler
An important question with regard to the dynamics of MPTCP is
the handling of newly established subflows. A prominent example is
the establishment of a new subflow during the handover, e.g., from
WiFi to cellular as a consequence of aWiFi connection break [38] or
proactively [18] before the WiFi connection breaks. Assuming that
the mobile devices establishes the cellular subflow for a handover
fromWiFi, a handover-aware scheduler might aggressively retrans-
mit all packets of the WiFi subflow to compensate WiFi losses.
In [11], the authors propose and evaluate comparable approaches
independently of this work. Due to space limitations, we skip a
detailed evaluation of this approach and focus on more examples
to illustrate the expressiveness of our programming model.

5.3 Signaling to Boost Short Flows
In this section, we discuss how application-awareness enables in-
formed redundancy to avoid the previously highlighted perfor-
mance degradations for bursty flows.

The significance of MPTCP scheduling decisions increases with
subflow heterogeneity, e.g., in terms of RTT. Specifically, flow com-
pletion times of short flows may suffer significantly in heteroge-
neous environments. Fig. 11 illustrates a typical situation at the end
of a short flow, where the sending queue Q is empty and packets
are still in flight. Here, we do not assume any particular packet
scheduling, i.e., packet Seq 35 may have been scheduled on sub-
flow 2 due to an exhausted congestion window at subflow 1. In this
simplified example, packet Seq 35 will, in most cases, dominate the
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Figure 11. The end of a short flow: The impact of heterogeneous
subflow delays on the FCT is most significant when scheduling the
last packets of the flow.

FCT. However, entirely avoiding the slower subflow is not optimal
either, e.g., the FCT benefits from Seq 32 on the slower subflow.

The relative ratio of the subflow RTTs, denoted hereafter RTT ra-
tio, is inherently dynamic in communication networks due to queu-
ing, mobility and interface-specific properties. This was empirically
shown, for example, formobile networks [12, 13]. Our programming
model enables MPTCP schedulers that precisely leverage applica-
tion information to address subflow heterogeneity. Next, we show
how signaling the end of flow by the application leads to improved
scheduler performance and optimized FCT for heterogeneous sub-
flows. We propose a Compensating scheduler that uses this elemen-
tary information to compensate for previous scheduling decisions
by retransmitting all packets in flight on subflows where the pack-
ets were not sent so far at the signaled end of the flow. Thus, the
Compensating scheduler retransmits the unacknowledged packets
Seq 32, 35 on subflow 1 and Seq 33, 34 on subflow 2.

We evaluate the performance of the Compensating scheduler,
as specified in Fig. 12 (without the highlighted parts), using a
Mininet setup with two heterogeneous subflows while varying the
RTT ratio. As a baseline, we consider measurements for the de-
fault scheduler, where the FCT rapidly increases under high RTT
ratios. Being aware of the flow end, the Compensating scheduler
efficiently retains the FCT under skewed RTT ratios. Our program-
ming model enables a rapid comparison of different flavors of the
Compensating scheduler. A variation of the choice of the retrans-
mitted packet using TOP instead of FIRST (on line 15 in Fig. 12)
showed only minor impact on the FCT.

Note that the overhead arising from retransmitting packets in
flight (Fig. 12 middle, normalized to the default scheduler) decreases
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1 DEFINE R1 as endOfFlow;
2 VAR minRttRatio = 2;
3 VAR sbfs = SUBFLOWS.FILTER(sbf =>
4 !sbf.TSQ_THROTTLED AND !sbf.LOSSY AND
5 sbf.CWND > sbf.SKBS_IN_FLIGHT + sbf.QUEUED);
6
7 /* … default scheduler */
8
9 IF(endOfFlow == 1 AND Q.EMPTY) {
10 VAR minRtt = SUBFLOWS.MIN(sbf => sbf.RTT).RTT;
11 VAR maxRtt = SUBFLOWS.MAX(sbf => sbf.RTT).RTT;
12 IF(maxRtt < minRtt * minRttRatio) { RETURN; }
13
14 VAR skbCandidate = QU.FILTER(skb => !sbfs.FILTER(
15 sbf => !skb.SENT_ON(sbf)).EMPTY ).FIRST;
16 sbfs.FILTER(sbf => !skbCandidate.SENT_ON(sbf)).
17 MIN(sbf => sbf.RTT).PUSH(skbCandidate);
18 }

Figure 12. Leveraging application information to mitigate the impact of subflow heterogeneity on short flows: The flow-end aware
Compensating scheduler retains the flow completion time under increasing RTT ratio. Compared to the default scheduler it trades FCT for
transmission overhead (normalized to the default scheduler). The highlighted Selective Compensation scheduler balances FCT benefits
and the transmission overhead.
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 1  DEFINE R1 AS targetBwKB, R4 AS prefAhead; 

 2  VAR factor = 100, maxAhead = 100 * factor; 

 3 

 4  VAR sbfs = SUBFLOWS.FILTER(s => s.SKBS_IN_FLIGHT +  

 5    s.QUEUED < s.CWND AND !s.LOSSY); 

 6  VAR prefS = sbfs.FILTER(s=>!s.BACKUP).MIN(s=>s.RTT); 

 7  IF (prefS != NULL) { 

 8    IF(!prefS.TSQ_THROTTLED) { 

 9      prefS.PUSH(Q.POP()); 

10      IF (prefAhead < maxAhead) { 

11        SET(prefAhead, prefAhead + factor); } }  

12  } ELSE { 

13    VAR capKB = prefS.CWND / prefS.RTT_MS * prefS.MSS; 

14    VAR ratio = factor * capKB / (targetBwKB - capKB); 

15    IF(prefAhead > ratio AND cap < targetBwKB) { 

16      sbfs.FILTER(s => !s.TSQ_THROTTLED). 

17        MIN(s => s.RTT).PUSH(Q.POP()); 

18      SET(prefAhead, prefAhead - ratio); } } 

Figure 13. Evaluation in the wild: In contrast to the default scheduler, the throughput- and preference-aware (TAP) scheduler uses the
signaled target throughput (1MB/s then 4MB/s) and efficiently utilizes subflows according to their preferences. The highlighted parts
ensure that only the required bandwidth is utilized on the non-preferred LTE subflow. Relying on the existing backup mode shows that WiFi
cannot solely sustain the required throughput.

for higher RTT ratios. Equipped with the comparison of the de-
fault and the Compensating scheduler, we present a Selective

Compensation scheduler ( highlighted parts in Fig. 12) which is
tuned for compensating behavior only for RTT ratios > 2. Obviously,
this parameter is application and scenario specific. Fig. 12 shows
that the Selective Compensation scheduler efficiently balances
the FCT benefits vs. the overhead at different RTT ratios.

Here, we showed that the extended scheduling API enables new
schedulers that significantly improve the FCT in heterogeneous
environments with informed redundancy. Furthermore, we utilized
our programming model to selectively tweak schedulers.

5.4 Combining Application- and Preference-Awareness
We now consider MPTCP schedulers that combine application- and
preference-awareness to retain performance targets such as dead-
lines, required throughput or tolerable RTTs. Subflow preferences
might capture a wide range of prioritizations, e.g., to consider asym-
metric subflow costs between data-centers or to avoid over-utilizing
metered mobile links.

Target Deadline The class of deadline-driven applications such
as Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) pose dead-
lines on the arrival times of data chunks. Here, a preference-aware
scheduler restricts scheduling packets on non-preferred subflows
except if required to retain data chunk deadlines. The very recent
MP-DASH [22], which operates, however, on top of the default
scheduler, comprises the first scheduler to include such preference-
awareness so far. Our programming model straightforwardly cap-
tures the deadline driven scheduling functionality while capitalizing
on the ability of a fine-grained scheduler specification and timely
subflow information.
Target Throughput For applications which require a constant
bitrate stream, e.g., interactive video applications, throughput vari-
ations are detrimental to the Quality of Experience (QoE). Revisiting
our motivating example in Fig.1, our programming model enables
specifying a preference-aware scheduler that only resorts to non-
preferred subflows if the target throughput is not achieved. Fig. 13
shows the specification of the TAP scheduler where the applica-
tion signals the required minimum throughput to the scheduler
by setting the targetBw in register R1 accordingly. The scheduler
uses the up-to-date subflow properties per scheduling decision to
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Figure 14. Real-world evaluation of a novel HTTP/2-aware MPTCP scheduler that laverages the HTTP/2 content retrieval process and
significantly saves on metered LTE connection. The time to retrieve all dependency information is significantly reduced by avoiding high
RTT subflows for the initial packets without affecting the remaining time for non-external content. The preference-aware scheduling of
content which is not required for the initial page view significantly reduces the usage of the metered LTE subflow.

calculate the expected throughput. Non-preferred subflows (in this
case LTE) are only used if required and are restricted to transmit
the leftover fraction targetBw−capacityPrefered

targetBw ( highlighted parts).
We evaluated the TAP scheduler in the wild between a client Lap-

top and an Amazon EC2 server instance both running our runtime
environment. On the client side we used a Nexus 5 device with
USB tethering as LTE modem to a major European service provider
and an IEEE 802.11n WiFi connection to a typical residential broad-
band service. Fig. 13 shows that, compared with the existing default
scheduler, TAP reduces the non-preferred LTE usage to a minimum
while sustaining the required overall stream throughput. Observe
that the TAP scheduler deals very efficiently with fluctuations in
WiFi throughput. Note that using our scheduler specification we
can tune many flavors of throughput- and application-aware sched-
ulers for various throughput sensitive applications.
Target RTT A scheduler that retains a maximum RTT greatly im-
proves the QoE for interactive applications such as voice-based
personal assistant systems where request-response transmissions
usually consist of a few packets. Similar to the aforementioned
target schedulers, backup subflows can be selectively utilized to
retain RTTs below a given target. Due to space restrictions we skip
a detailed evaluation of latency- and preference-aware schedulers.
However, to illustrate the strong potential of such schedulers we
refer to a recent massive, international measurement study [13]
of multi-homed wireless MPTCP performance over WiFi and LTE
interfaces. The authors of [13] showed that around 15% of all mea-
surement samples experienced a significantly higher RTT on WiFi
compared with LTE. A latency- and preference-aware scheduler
that is concisely expressed similar to Fig. 13 enables a substantial
improvement of the performance of interactive applications in such
scenarios while preserving subflow preferences.

5.5 Towards HTTP/2-aware Scheduling
A significant boost to mobile web performance is a key to universal
MPTCP deployment. Next, we analyze relevant aspects of today’s
web infrastructure and implement a novel HTTP/2-aware scheduler
that overcomes existing limitations.
Analysis Today, browsers, web servers, and the web content are
highly tuned, resulting in complex dependencies. With HTTP/2,
browsers may, for example, signal priorities to web servers to favor
CSS and JavaScript over images to reduce initial loading times [5].

Parsing the resulting content streammay trigger additional requests
to 3rd-party content (3PC) as depicted in Fig. 14 (right). One fourth
of the Alexa-200 pages have 3PC dependencies on their critical path
of initial page loading [52].

A recent measurement study using off-the-shelf MPTCP [21]
showed that web protocols incur complex interactions with the
multipath-enabled transport layer. Thus, web content optimizations
for single path TCP may result in performance degradation for
MPTCP. Likewise, the transition from HTTP/1.1 to the emerging
HTTP/2 protocol particularly improves performance for pages that
rely on a single TCP connection.

We highlight two shortcomings of today’s uninformed MPTCP
schedulers: (i) packets which refer to external resources may be
scheduled on slow subflows, delaying the corresponding 3PC re-
quests and thereby potentially increasing the page load time and (ii)
subflow preferences are not considered. This leads to transferring
substantial data amounts, e.g., images, on non-preferred subflows,
such as metered LTE, after the initial page is loaded, hence, not
improving the user QoE.
HTTP/2-aware Scheduling To overcome these shortcomings we
implemented a novel HTTP/2-aware scheduler. This scheduler
leverages all building blocks of our programming model, using
content-dependent scheduling strategies (Fig. 14 right). For the
initial data, i.e., until the information on external dependencies is
transferred, subflows with high RTTs are avoided by the scheduler.
Therefore, the scheduler relies on additional information provided
by the webserver. The remaining data that is required to render the
initial page is transferred with the default minimum RTT sched-
uler strategy. For the additional data, that is not required for the
initial page and therefore independent of the user QoE, we invoke
preference-awareness.
MPTCP-aware WebserverWe extended the Nghttp2 library [1]
to forward HTTP information through the OpenSSL library to our
scheduler API. Each packet is annotated with the content type of the
contained HTTP data. The scheduler registers contain information
about the number of required bytes for the initial page. As MPTCP
supports legacy applications, TLS is supported on top off MPTCP
without modification. Note that content type dependent scheduling
of encrypted content is an information disclosure.
EvaluationWe conducted a measurement study in the wild, using
our MPTCP-aware web server on an EC2 instance and a recent
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Google Chrome browser on our client from (§5.4) with a WiFi and
an LTE interface. To evaluate the impact of the RTT ratio, we sys-
tematically increased packet delays for the WiFi interface. Inspired
by major optimized web pages, such as amazon.com, we similarly
used an example page with optimized HTML and JavaScript layout.
Thus, more than half of the data, in particular images that lie out-
side of the initial view, are transferred after the initial page. Our
measurements show that the HTTP/2-aware scheduler success-
fully tunes the initial dependency retrieval time for heterogeneous
RTTs (Fig. 14), and therefore enables earliest possible dependency
resolution. The preference-aware scheduling efficiently reduces the
transferred data on the less preferred LTE subflowwithout affecting
the initial page load time.

A systematic improvement of the overall HTTP stack is far be-
yond the scope of this paper. However, by leveraging our program-
ming model, we effectively showed significant improvements over-
coming limitations of today’s MPTCP schedulers with HTTP/2.

6 Discussion and Limitations
In this section, we discuss target users, design space restrictions,
and limitations of our programming model, before providing a
pathway to go beyond MPTCP.
Target Developer Our programming model enables network ad-
ministrators of a managed network environment to specify sched-
ulers that incorporate network specifics and optimize in accordance
to additional management functions, such as explicit path controls
[26]. For unmanaged networks, e.g., for deployments facing users
over the Internet, we anticipate that in particular developers of
applications that crucially depend on network performance charac-
teristics will specify an own application-aware scheduler. Moreover,
extended application libraries may ensure that entire application
classes benefit from improved schedulers. The presented HTTP/2-
aware scheduler provides a first step in this direction. Note that
although the scheduler runs in the operating system, the interpreter
and the JIT-based execution environment enable individual sched-
ulers per application in multi-tenancy and light-weight container
environments such as Docker.
Usability Kernel knowledge is not required to use the well-known
TC and route configurations. Similarly, our programming model
bridges the gap between profound Kernel knowledge, networking
details and the application logic. It provides type-safety and handles
failures gracefully. In contrast, slight thoughtlessness regarding
the disappearance of a subflow in a C Kernel module scheduler
easily results in Kernel panics crashing the operating system. As
the number of lines required to express schedulers is much lower
than equivalent implementations in C, we argue that the presented
scheduler model is more usable than any existing approach. We
consider a detailed usability study beyond the scope of this paper.
Yet, we conducted a limited user study with computer science stu-
dents where 9 out of 10 participants, who never modified Kernel
sources, successfully implemented a new scheduler with predefined
functionality using our programming model.
Timeliness vs. Expressiveness Our programming model is de-
signed for efficient and timely MPTCP scheduling decisions taken
in the networking stack. More complex and time-consuming com-
putations, e.g., solving optimization problems or forecasting mod-
els to control scheduling decisions, should be executed outside of
the networking stack. Therefore, the in-Kernel scheduler is easily
configurable by an external controller, e.g., using our extended

scheduling API. This is comparable to today’s SDN environments,
where evaluating forwarding rules is extremely fast whereas time-
consuming operations are executed in the SDN controller. The
inability of the programming model to express such computations
is intended to balance timeliness and expressiveness. A detailed
comparison with programming models of other domains is out
of this papers scope. We note, however, that eBPF has different
and partially even more strict restrictions for programs pushed
from the userland. While eBPF does not support loops [9] to ensure
termination, our programming model allows FOREACH loops.
Dependencies The state-of-the-art MPTCP implementation sepa-
rates concerns, i.e., congestion control, scheduling, and path man-
agement. Our programming model makes the dependencies be-
tween these concerns explicit. This enables a deeper analysis of
their interactions and provides the abstraction for cross-concern
optimizations, e.g., jointly considering functionalities of congestion
control and scheduling. The scheduler could, for example, relax the
congestion window constraint sbf.CWND > sbf.SKBS_IN_FLIGHT
for the last few N packets of a flow to save an RTT.
Going BeyondMPTCP Currently our programming model is con-
fined to MPTCP, the defacto protocol utilizing multipath functional-
ity as of today. The concepts of our programming model are merely
the seed for what we envision as a generalized and flexible program-
ming model for multipathing. For example, the illustrated concepts
could be applied to protocols for UDP multipathing, which have
different target optimizations and a naturally reduced set of sub-
flow properties. Consequently, we plan to extend the programming
model for QUIC [20], e.g., by considering additional semantics, such
as, for HTTP frames. A generalized programming model would
depart with the in-order delivery property of MPTCPwhich enables
optimizations over out-of-order TCP concepts [34, 36] and pushes
the model towards a generalized resource allocation perspective
with objectives such as priority or rate-controlled scheduling.

7 Conclusion
This paper presented a high-level programming model for Multi-
path TCP schedulers that allows a convenient and concise spec-
ification of a wide range of application-defined schedulers. We
implemented an efficient runtime environment for the Linux Ker-
nel, which provides isolation between schedulers of concurrently
executed applications. With the ability of a direct execution of
specified schedulers we close the gap between specification and
deployment. In our evaluation, we implemented novel, bespoke
schedulers which outperformed existing schedulers in network em-
ulations and real-world measurements. In particular, we explored
and evaluated scheduler designs that (i) leverage transmission re-
dundancy in lossy environments, (ii) use application signaling to
boost short flows and (iii) benefit from application- and preference-
awareness for interactive streaming and HTTP/2 content retrieval.

This paper provides the tools necessary for MPTCP scheduler
innovations. Our implementation is publicly available at https://
progmp.net in the hope to fuel future innovations going beyond
the scope of the schedulers presented here.
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